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ABSTRACT 
A duality theory for algebraic linear (integer) programming (ALP) is developed 
which is of the same importance for linear (integer) programming with linear 
algebraic objectives as linear programming duality is for classical LP. In particular, 
optimality criteria for primal, primal-dual, and dual methods are given which 
generalize feasibility and complementarity criteria of classical LP. Strong duality 
results are given for special combinatorial problems. Further, the validity and 
finiteness of a primal simplex method based on a feasibility criterion are proved in 
the case of nondiscrete variables. In this case a strong duality result is shown. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Duality results plays a fundamental role in mathematical optimization. 
Duality for linear programs 
min a’x 
XEP 
(1.1) 
with 
P:= {rER”,(Cx>c} (1.2) 
is a basic tool in developments of combinatorial and integer optimization 
problems. Dual feasibility and complementarity conditions yield simple 
optimality criteria which have successfully been applied to optimization 
problems of various kinds. 
A closely related problem is the linear bottleneck program 
(1.3) 
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Such a problem is discussed by Frieze [13] and Garfinkel and Rao [16]. (1.3) 
differs from (1.1) only in the objective. Both objectives can be subsumed 
under a linear objective over a certain algebraic structure which is described 
in Sec. 2. For special linear, combinatorial, and integer problems such 
generalized objectives have been considered (cf. references). For a long time 
only few duality results in this general case were known. Hoffman [18] and 
Burkard [l] gave first results on weak duality of different kinds. Due to the 
lack of simple optimality criteria it was necessary to develop special criteria 
for the respective problems (cf. [2]-[lo], [14], [20]-[24], [17]). Duality 
principles for algebraic linear programs with positive entries in a matrix C 
and a vector c were discussed in [ll]. Frieze [ 141 describes a primal-dual 
method for algebraic linear programs based on a special optimality criterion. 
In this paper duality principles for the minimization of algebraic objec- 
tives with respect to 
P:= {.ER;(Cx>c} (1.4) 
and R c [w are developed which yield uniform optimality criteria for the 
above problems. The described dualization is of the same importance for 
algebraic linear programming as linear programming duality is in classical 
linear, integer, and combinatorial programming. In particular, these criteria 
can be used in primal, primal-dual, and dual methods. Unlike the classical 
case, it is necessary to give different criteria for primal and for primal-dual 
and dual methods. 
In Sec. 2 we introduce algebraic linear programs and describe the 
underlying algebraic structure. In Sec. 3 a duality theory for algebraic linear 
programs is developed and optimality criteria for primal-dual and dual 
methods are given. In Sec. 4 we consider primal methods for which another 
kind of optimality criterion is proposed. Furthermore, a primal simplex 
method is outlined for the case that (R, +, .) is a subfield of the real 
numbers. Its validity and finiteness are proved. Several results on strong 
duality are given as examples in Sets. 3 and 4. 
2. ALGEBRAIC LINEAR PROGRAMS 
The algebraic structure defined in this section admits all objectives which 
are used as examples in the literature for algebraic objectives (cf. [l]-[ll], 
[14], [17], [20]-[24]). The structure considered is a special case of a “mono- 
tone semimodule” as defined in [ll] and a generalization of [14] and [24]. 
The cost coefficients ui, j EJ: = { 1, 2,. . . , n}, are chosen in a system 
(H, * , < ) with internal composition “ * ” and order relation “ < “. Its alge- 
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braic structure is defined by the following axioms: 
(H, < ) is a nonempty (totally) ordered set, 
(H, * ) is a commutative semigroup, 
a<b + a*c\<b*c Va, b, c, E H, 
a<b =+ 3cEH:a*c=b Va,bEH, 
a*b=a*c =s. b=c\/a*b=a Va,b,cEH. 
(2.1.1) 
(2.1.2) 
(2.1.3) 
(2.1.4) 
(2.1.5) 
(2.1.4) implies th e existence of a unique and positive solution c of an equality 
a * c = b provided that a <b holds. (2.1.5) is a weak cancellation rule. 
Ordered commutative semigroups with (2.1) are special cases of those 
ordered commutative semigroups considered by Lugowski [19]. Due to his 
results, we assume w.1.o.g. that H contains a neutral element e with respect 
to I‘*“. For convenience we define $ ai:=a,*a,*..an for ajEH, jEj. 
The variables xi, i E J, and the entries in the matrix C and in the vector c 
are elements of a set R of real numbers for which (R, + , .) is a subring of 
(W, + , -) with Z c R. It is easy to see that R = Z or R is dense in II%. In the 
second case we are in particular interested in the case that (R, +, *) is a 
subfield of (W, + , .) (cf. Sec. 4). The variables xi will be restricted to R + [cf. 
(1.4)] withR+:=RnR+. 
In order to calculate the total costs of a feasible solution x we consider an 
external composition o : R + X H-H with 
ao( @a) = (cr.p)oa, 
(a+/3)oa=(aoa)*(j?oa), 
ao(a*b)=(aoa)*(mb), 
Ooa = e, 
loa=a 
(2.2.1) 
(2.2.2) 
(2.2.3) 
(2.2.4) 
(2.2.5) 
for all a,PER+ and all a, b E H. The last axiom can be assumed for 
algebraic linear programs w.1.o.g. (cf. [ll]). In view of some monotonicity 
properties we assume 
ma >e (2.2.6) 
for all PER,, aEH+:={bEHjb>e}. 
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To restrict the use of brackets throughout this paper we make the 
agreement that “0” is “stronger” than “ *” in an algebraic term. This 
coincides with the usual agreement for multiplication and addition of real 
numbers. 
If (H, * ) is a group, th en q is easily extended to q : R X H-+H by ( - o) q 
~:=a[ q (a-‘) with the inverse u-l of UEH and (rER+. If (H, *) is a 
group, then (R;o;H, * , < ) is called an (ordered) module (over real numbers). 
Therefore in the general case we call (R+;o;H, * , < ) an (ordered) semimod- 
ule (over real numbers). 
The linear algebraic objective function is now defined by 
x’na: = T (xlnui). 
If A is an n X m matrix with positive entries in R and with columns Ai, 
iEI:={l, 2,..., m}, then A’oa is defined by (A’oa), : = A~oa for all i E 1. 
The algebraic linear programming problem is 
inf x’na 
XEP 
with P defined by (1.4). Th e existence of a minimal value is assumed; for 
special problems it is proved in the literature. 
In the following we describe the “block” structure of semimodules. 
Lugowski [19] describes the decomposition of semigroups with (2.1.1-4). The 
case without negative elements, i.e., naturally ordered semigroups, is also 
discussed in Fuchs [15]. Due to the results of Lugowski [19] we know that 
the ordered commutative semigroup (H, * , < ) allows a unique partitioning in 
a maximal family of ordered commutative semigroups (HA, *x, <A) fulfilling 
(2.1.1-5) with X chosen in an ordered index set A (cf. also [15]). 
For a E H let h(a) denote the unique index of the semigroup containing 
a. The order relations of the real numbers, of the semigroup, and of A are 
denoted by “ < “. From the context it will always be clear which one is used 
specifically. The following properties characterize the partition and will be 
used frequently. 
W.1.o.g there is always a least index X,: = min A and HA, is a group 
containing the neutral element e. The weak cancellation rule (2.1.5) in the 
subsemigroups HA is strengthened to the cancellation rule 
a*b=u*c =+ b=c Va,b,cEH, (2.4 
for X E A. This can be seen analyzing the proofs given in [ 191. Due to a result 
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of Fuchs (cf. [15], X, corollary 6) we conclude that the subsemigroups HA can 
be embedded in groups G, for hi A. The partition is “blockwise” with 
respect to the order relations 
a<b * h(a)<A(b) v [X(a)=X(b)Aa<h(,)b] (2.5) 
and with respect to the internal compositions 
if x(u) >X(b), 
if x(u) <A(b), 
if A(u)=A(b). 
(2.6) 
Summarizing, we may think of our semigroup as an ordered sequence of 
blocks. The first block is a group, and all others can be emdedded in the 
nonnegative parts of groups. Clearly H = HA, if (H, *, < ) is a group. In 
particular this appears in the classical case with (H, * , < ) = (R, + , < ). As a 
further example, at the end of this section we consider the decomposition of 
the semimodule corresponding to linear bottleneck problems. 
The partition of the semigroup implies a partition of the semimodule. 
LEMMA 2.1. h(aw)=h(u) for all cx ER+\{O} and uE H. 
Proof. Let crER+\{O}. Th en h((n+ a)ou)=max{X(u), h(aou)} for all 
n E N. Therefore it is sufficient to consider (Y E(0, 1). Now X(aou) < 
max{h(aou), A((1 - a)~)} =X(u). On the other hand let n E N with 1 <n.a. 
Then 
A( aw) = A(( na)ou) = max{h(u),h((fw-l)w)>X(u). w 
Now we discuss (2.2.6), which has not been used for the proof of Lemma 
2.1. From Lemma 2.1 we find immediately (YOU > e for all (Y E R + and 
a E H \ HA,. Further, it can be seen that (YOU > e holds for all (Y E R + n Q and 
uEH,. Thus in our axiomatic system (2.2.6) is equivalent to 
aou 2-e (2.2.6) 
for all ~ER+\Q and uE(H.J+. Even in the case of ordered commutative 
groups (2.26’) does not follow from (2.2.1-5). 
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(2.2.6) leads to the following mmotonicity properties: 
c<d =+ aoc<arod (2.8) 
for all a,PER+, aEH+, bEH_:={blb<e}, c,d,EH. With respect to 
elements in H, this can be shown as in [6]. The remaining cases can be 
treated using (ma) - ’ = m(a-‘) and a<b w a-‘>b-’ for all PER,, 
a, b E HA, together with Lemma 2.1 and (2.2.6). Due to (2.7) and (2.8), the 
semimodule (R + ;o; H, * , < ) is called monotone. 
In the rest of this section we list some useful properties and describe an 
extension of the algebraic system. Both are a necessary preparation for proofs 
in Sets. 3 and 4. The reader who is only interested in results can skip to the 
theorems in Sets. 3 and 4. 
In Sets. 2 and 3 the application of the following cancellation rules is of 
great importance. From (2.1.5) we find 
a*c=b*c + a=b (2.9) 
for all a, b, c E H with h(c) < min(h(a),h(b)). Further, 
aoa*b=@a*c + b=(p-a)oa*c (2.10) 
for all a, b, c E H and a, /3 E R + with ma <boa. The assumptions in (2.1.0) 
guarantee h(a) < h(b). Therefore (2.1.0) is implied by (2.9). 
If (HA I= 1 for h E A, then H,, is called a trivial subsemigroup. Let (HA I> 1 
for XER. Then 
a*b>a (2.11) 
for all a,bEHA, h>h, and if h=X, then for aEHx, 
a*b>a, a*c<a (2.12) 
for bE(Hh,)+\{e}, cE(H&\{e}. Th’ f 11 is o ows easily from a result in [6] 
[cf. (2.9)]. Trivial subsemigroups which cause trouble in proving results in 
Sets. 3 and 4 can be avoided in the following manner as proposed in [24]. 
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Let HP = {a} for p EA. Then it is convenient to extend the trivial 
semigroup to I?,:={(a,r)Ir~R+\{0}} for ~>>a, and to &:={(a,r)Ir~R} 
for /.r, =X0. Then let 
(a’T)*b’= 
(a,r) if X(b)<h(u), 
b if h(b)>X(a), 
identify a~( a, 1) for p > h, and a~( a, 0) for p = X,, and let 
(u,r)*(u,r’):=(u,r+r’). 
The external composition is extended to & by 
ao(u,r): = e 1 if a=O, (a,a.r) if a>O. 
The order relation in gp is the usual one with respect to the second 
component. 
In this way I?, replaces {u} in the partition. If this is done for all trivial 
semigroups, then the new semimodule is called extended. A semimodule 
without trivial semigroups is clearly extended. All properties listed in this 
section hold for the extended semimodule as well. Further, (2.11) holds for 
all X > A, and (2.12) for X = A,. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (R + p; H, * , < ) be an extended semimodule. Then 
a</3 @ aal < pxz, (2.13.1) 
a</3 H aob >@b, (2.13.2) 
c<d .x am&aud (2.13.3) 
for a,P,y ER+ with y > 0, a, b, c,d, E H with b <e <a, and 
aou*b=pou*c =+ b=(p-a)ou*c (2.13.4) 
Proof First we consider (2.13.1). Due to (2.8) it suffices to prove “e” 
in the case aou < @a. If a>/3, then @~*(a-/3)0u=aou with h((a 
-/3)nu)=h(aou), contrary to (2.12). (2.13.2) and (2.13.3) are proven in the 
same manner. Now it suffices to prove (2.13.4) in the case O#a=p. If 
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h(c) <h(a), then (YW * b = ma, together with A(a) <A(b) and (2.II), implies 
h(a) =X(b) = A,,, contrary to h(c) <h(u). Thus h(u) <X(c) and (2.9) can be 
applied. n 
Lemma 2.2 states the most important properties used in the following 
sections. As we can consider extended semimodules w.l.o.g., most results are 
given only for extended semimodules. 
As previously mentioned, tbe subsemigroups HA can be embedded in a 
group G,, for XER. If th e semimodule is extended, then up to isomorphism 
GA={a-‘luEHA}u{e}uHA for all A>& 
and 
Then for X EA the algebraic structure (R;o;G,, * , < ) is a module defined in 
the sense proposed after (2.2). 
To show the consequences of this extension we consider the linear 
bottleneck program (1.3) as an example. The corresponding monotone semi- 
module is (R + ;o,R; max, < ) with the usual order relation < of real numbers - 
and I%’ : = R u { - co}. The external composition is (YOU := a if cx > 0 and 
Oou= -cc for all UEE. The partition is HA=(h) with AER. Thus all 
subsemigroups are trivial. The extended semimodule consists of 
for h> - co, and 
Let ~(x):=max{u~]x~>O}. Then (1.3) is replaced by 
4x) 
lex min 
XEP 
; 1 2 xj a,=a(x) (2.14) 
with respect to the lexicographical order relation of vectors. In particular the 
coefficients uj E E, j E J, are replaced by (uj, 1) for ui # - cc and by ( - co, 0) 
ifui=-cc foral1jE.I. 
(2.14) is a special case of a time-cost problem. For further examples we 
refer to [20] or other papers on the algebraic approach cited in the reference 
list. 
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3. DUALITY FOR ALP AND PRIMAL-DUAL METHODS 
In this section (R + ;n;H, * , < ) is a monotone or extended semimodule 
over R c Iw with weak cancellation rule (cf. Sec. 2). We consider the 
algebraic linear programming problem (ALP) 
i : = inf x’oa 
XEP 
(3.1) 
for given coefficients aj E H, j E _I: = { 1,2,. . . , n} and 
P:= {xER;(Cx>c} (3.2) 
with an m x n matrix C and a vector c with entries in R. We assume i E H 
and for simplicity of the discussion that P is nonempty and bounded. For 
positive entries in C and c (3.1) has been considered in [ll]. The special case 
R = Iw with equality restrictions has been discussed by Frieze [14] in a similar 
algebraic setting. 
It is possible to introduce slack variables with cost coefficients e to 
transform inequalities to equalities. We prefer to describe results explicitly 
only for inequalities of the form Cx >c. This choice yields the shortest 
formulation, and as in classical linear programming, it is sufficient to con- 
sider constraints of this type. Equality constraints Bx = b are replaced by 
Bx>b, -Bx> -b; and l?x<d is replaced by -LXX> -d. Then all results 
of this section can easily be carried over. On the other hand, the problem 
sup x’oa 
XEP 
is not a special case of (3.1). This is due to the fact that we cannot replace 
the cost coefficients by their inverses in a semigroup. But it is possible to 
develop a duality theory for this problem with similar results to those 
described in this paper for (3.1). Therefore we forgo explicit consideration of 
this problem in the following. 
All combinatorial and linear integer optimization problems which have 
been considered with algebraic objectives (cf. [2]-[lo], [20]-[24], [14], [lv) 
can be subsumed under (3.I), as they have a well-known characterization by 
linear equalities and inequalities. Theoretically all such problems have such a 
description, but in general the linear description is unknown. Thus the 
following duality concepts play the same role in algebraic optimization as 
linear programming duality in linear programming, combinatorial optimiza- 
tion, and linear integer optimization. 
The first results on dual linear problems in semigroups of different kinds 
were published by Hoffman [18] and Burkard [l]. They considered special 
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examples [18] and showed a weak duality theorem [l] for special linear 
programs. 
If (H, * , < ) is an ordered commutative group, then w.1.o.g. we consider 
the module (R;o;H, * , < ) (cf. Sec. 2). Then a reasonable dualization of (3.1) 
is 
g : = sup coos 
SED 
(3.3) 
with 
D:= {sEH~(C’os<u}. (3.4) 
Unfortunately this dualization fails even for simple examples (cf. [ll]) if 
(H, * , Q ) is not a group. This is essentially due to the appearance of negative 
entries in C and c. In particular, in the case of explicit equality constraints 
this problem causes trouble even if all entries in the equality constraints are 
positive. 
In order to find a proper dualization it is helpful to split matrices and 
vectors into “positive” and “negative” parts. For a E R let a, : = a if a > 0 
and a, =0 otherwise. Then a_ : =a+ - a. For matrices (vectors) A over R 
we define A + and A _ in the same manner componentwise. 
Now we call s E HI; duul feasible (or sometimes in the literature weakly 
dual feasible) if 
c;os Q a * C’os. (3.5) 
For the special case of transportation problems this approach is motivated in 
[24]. If (H, * , & ) is a group, then (3.5) is equivalent to C’os < a. 
A pair (x;s) of a feasible primal and a feasible dual solution is called a 
feusible pair. Now let 
a(x;s): = (C_x)‘os, 
#qx,s): = (C+x)‘os 
for a feasible pair. Furthermore we define reduced cost coefficients a by 
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with Gj : = e if equality holds in the jth row of (3.5). Collecting all equalities 
after composition with xi yields 
(Y(X;S)*x’Oa=x’oa*~(x;s). (3.6) 
As ATE H;, we find a(~; s) * x’oa > p(x; s). This is a result on weak duality. If 
(H, * , < ) is a group, then (3.6) is equivalent to 
x’na = x’oii * (Cx - c)‘os * c’os, 
which yields x’oa > C/OS and x’ q a = c’os (i = g) iff 
X’OU = (Cx - c)‘os = e. (3.7) 
In the general case the index condition 
h(a(x; s)) s X(i) (3.6) 
plays an important role. This can be seen in the following optima&y 
criterion. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Dual optimality criterion). Let (R +;o;H, *, G ) be u 
monotone semimodule with weak cancellation rule. Let s E HI: dual feasible, 
and let a( y): = (C_ y) ‘OS, p( y):=(C+ y)‘ns for all yER;. If xEP, A(+)) 
<X(Z), and 
4x)>a( Y) VyEP, 
P(x) g PC Y) VyEP, 
p(x)=p(x)*x’mY, 
(3.9.1) 
(3.9.2) 
(3.9.3) 
then x is an optimal solution of (3.1) and 
Proof. Let y E P. Then 
(3.9.4) 
,(x)*x’cm=p(x) * x’nil= /l(x) s P( y) s PC Y) * Y'oa 
= a( y) * y’oa sa(x) * y’w. 
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Due to the index condition (3.8) and X(i) < min(h(x’oa), X( y’oa)), cancella- 
tion of LX(X) yields optimality. (3.9.4) follows from (3.9.3). H 
Theorem 3.1 is a generalization of the criterion of complementarity. 
(3.9.1)-(3.9.3) correspond to (3.7), and the index condition (3.8) is added to 
assure that no “dominating” elements occur in the inequalities. 
Special cases of (3.9) are used in solution methods for problems with 
algebraic objectives in the literature (cf. [2]-[lo], [14], [17], [20]-[23]). The 
denotations “admissible,” “weakly admissible,” “symmetric admissible,” 
“semioptimal,” etc. are used for a pair (x; s) fulfilling some of the primal 
feasibility conditions, some of the “weak complementarity” conditions 
(3.9.1)-(3.9.3), and the index condition (3.8). In each step of the methods a 
new dual feasible solution is determined. Therefore it is possible to define 
reduced cost coefficients Z (sometimes called “transformed costs”). Then the 
“transformation” a+~? is denoted with respect to the pairs considered. A 
sequence of such pairs is determined in order to find a pair fulfilling all these 
conditions. The construction of such a sequence is rather involved for 
combinatorial and linear integer problems. This reflects the complicated 
combinatorial integer structure if the underlying primal problems. On the 
other hand the optimality criteria, i.e. feasibility and “weak complementar- 
ity,” are comparably easy to check. The most difficult condition is the index 
condition (3.8). This difficulty is due to the occurrence of the unknown 
optimal value i in (3.8). Therefore lower bounds on i play an important role 
in these primal-dual or dual methods. 
In as much as we can interpret transformation methods in the literature 
by certain duality principles, it is possible to use Theorem 3.1 without any 
knowledge of duality. Let T: H”+H” denote a transformation called 
“admissible” with respect to (3.1) if there exist functions cx : P X H”-+H, 
p : P x H”+H such that 
a( y,u)*y'tla=y'm7*P( y4) VyEP. 
Then x E P is optimal if (3.9.1)-(3.9.3) and the index condition hold with 
CY( y): = CY( ~,a), /3( y): = /3( y,u) for all y E P. 
In an extended semimodule (3.9.1)-(3.9.2) can be simplified. If the index 
condition (3.8) is fulfilled, then (3.6) is equivalent to 
c’_os * x’nu = x’oii * (Cx - c)‘os * c’+os. (3.10) 
This follows from the cancellation rule (2.13.4). This is quite similar to the 
case that (H, * , < ) is a group. The difference lies only in the splitting of the 
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“dual objective” c’os into positive and negative parts. In order to obtain 
(3.10) for all x E P we assume the strong index condition 
max{X(s&]k=1,2 ,..., m} <h(i). (3.11) 
Clearly (3.11) implies h(a( y; s) < A( ^ ) f x or all y E P. We call s E HT strongly 
dual feasible if s is dual feasible and-(3.11) is fulfilled. The set of all strongly 
dual feasible vectors is denoted by D. 
Now (3.10) holds for all x E P and s E 6. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Dual optimality criterion). Let (R +;oiH, * , < ) be an 
extended seminwdule with weak cancellation rule. Let s ED. If x E P and 
c;os= c;os*x’oa* (Cx- c)‘os, (3.12.1) 
then x is an optimal solution of (3.1) and 
c’+us = x’na *c’_os. (3.12.2) 
Proof. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we find 
C~_OS * x’na < ~10s * y’oa 
for all y E P. Cancellation of c’_os is possible due to the strong index 
condition (3.11). (3.12.2) is a direct consequence of (3.12.1) and (3.10). w 
The same remarks as for Theorem 3.1 hold for Theorem 3.2. Now it is 
easy to see how complementarity is generalized. The usual condition (3.7) is 
replaced by the weak complementarity condition (3.12.1). (3.7) is only a 
sufficient condition, but (3.12.1) is necessary and sufficient for the existence 
of a pair (x; s) fulfilling a “duality theorem” (3.12.2). Similar results were 
obtained in [14] for the special case of matrices and vectors with positive 
entries. 
Till now we have described the use of certain duality principles for 
optimality criteria. In order to define a dual program with respect to (3.1) we 
have to introduce a dual objective. If c_ #O, then c’os is not defined. 
Therefore let f: 6, H be given by 
cIos*f(s):=cI+os 
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foralls~~withc~os~c’,osorA(c’,os)=h(c~os)=h,. Otherwisef(s):=e. 
As c\os I doa > d+os for all x E P and s E 3, we find 
f: = sup f(s) < inf x’oa. 
SE5 
XEP 
(3.13) 
Equality in (3.13) can occur only if there are s E I? with h(f(s)) =i: =X(Z). 
Therefore it seems to be useful to restrict considerations to values of the 
objective function which are elements of Hi. This yields another approach. 
We know that fi is the optimal value of the index bottleneck problem 
i\= inf X(x’oa). 
XEP 
(3.14) 
This denotation is motivated by 
and was considered in [20]. If i ‘. k is nown, then (3.1) can be reduced to an 
equiv_alent problem in a group. Let M= ( #(ai) < i). For a vector u E H” 
and h E A, let u(h) denote the vector with 
U(iqi := y if h(u,) >X, 
e otherwise 
for i = 1,2,. . . , m. Analogously to considerations in [20] one can show 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
with P,,:={x,ER+ I”II CMxM > c}. This is an optimization problem over the 
module (Rp; G,, * , < ). Thus its dual is 
g : = sup c’us 
s E D 
(3.17) 
with D : = {s E ( GE;): 1 C&s <a(i),}. Similarly to (3.13), we find 2 <i. 
Furthermore both “dual programs” yield strong duality results if the 
weak complementarity condition (3.12.1) holds. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let (R+;o;~, *, Q ) be an extended semimodule with 
weak cancellation rule. Let s E D, x E P, and let (3.12.1) be fulfilled. Then 
Proof. Due to Theorem 3.2 we know c’+os= x’na*c’os and i=x’oa. 
Thus f(s) = i. Then s(i) E D and c’os(i) = i complete the proof. n 
Naturally we cannot prove an existence theorem for optimal pairs or 
show the necessity of the assumptions in Theorem 3.2, as a duality gap can 
occur in combinatorial and integer problems even in the classical case. On 
the other hand, such a result can be shown if (R, +, *) is a subfield of 
(R + > .). 
Using Theorem 3.3, results on strong duality can be stated for all 
algebraic optimization problems solved in the literature (cf. [l]-[ll], [14], 
n71, m-1231) by means of primal-dual or dual methods. Finally we 
illustrate the results of this section by two examples for which results on 
duality have not yet been stated in the literature. 
Let C = (V,A) be a directed graph with source u E V and sink r E V. Let 
I3 denote the node-arc incidence matrix of G, d > 0 the vector of the arc 
capacities, and f the value of a maximal flow in G. Then (3.1) specializes to 
the algebraic network flow problem with 
P:={rE[WI,AI(Bx=~(e,-e,),r<d} (3.18) 
(e, and e, denote the first and last unit vectors of IwI*l, respectively). The 
cost coefficients ati are chosen in H, for (i, j) EA. This problem is solved in 
[5] and an optimal solution is determined which fulfills 
xii >0 * iTi >aij *Ui 
for all (i,j)EA, l)o=e, and also h(Ci) <h(Z), i$~ H, for all iE V. 
Now according to (3.5) we assign dual variables u to Bx >“f(e, - e,), u to 
- Bx > - f(er - e,), and t to x < d. Then (3.5) defines dual feasibility by 
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for all (i,i) EA, and ui,q EH, for all i E V. This is fulfilled 
vi : = i$ for all i E V and 
e if 
tii : = 
oi < aij * q 
E if ut>uii*vi and uj=:.s*uji*uj, 
We find immediately that (u,u, t) is strongly dual feasible [cf. 
fulfills 
Xii < dii * tii = e, 
O<xii * vi=aaii*vi*ttii 
by ui: = e, 
(3.11)] and 
(3.19) 
for all (i, j) EA. This implies that the complementarity condition holds. 
Application of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 yields a result on strong duality. 
THEOREM 3.4 (Network flow duality theorem). Let (R + ;qH, * , < ) be 
an extended semimodule with weak cancellation rule and H, = H. Then 
there exists an optimal feasible pair (x; O, s) with (3.20) and 
f ” % = r’oa*d’os, (3.20.1) 
( - d)‘oso;) * fosm = x’oa. (3.20.2) 
The second result is drawn from matching theory. Let G = (V, N) denote 
a complete graph with an even number 1 V] of nodes. Then a subset 
McN:= tJ{eii]i,jEV, i#j} is called a perfect matching if for all iEV 
there exists one and only one edge e,+, EM with p=i or v=i. We consider 
subsets T c V with odd cardinality 2 t + 1, s E N. Let FI denote the set of 
these subsets. Let NT : = U { eiil i, j E T, i #j} for all T EFT, and denote the 
set of all NT by FN. Now let B denote the node-edge incidence matrix of G 
and C the set-edge incidence matrix of sets NT EFN with the edges of G. Let 
Cii denote the column of C corresponding to edge eij. Then the vector with 
components cr : = t for T EFT is denoted by c. 
Edmonds and Pulleyblank [12] have shown that the vertices of 
P:={xER~‘]Bx=l,CX<c} (3.21) 
are in one to one correspondence with the incidence vectors of the perfect 
matchings of G. Thus we consider (3.1) with respect to (3.21). This problem 
is solved in [lo] for coefficients with adi E H, for all { i, j} EN. In [lo] an 
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incidence vector x of a perfect matching and a dual feasible solution (u, u, s) 
in the sense of (3.5) are determined; i.e., (u,u,s) fulfills 
for all {i,j}~N; ui,q~H+ for all in%‘; and s,EH+ for all TEFT. 
Furthermore (u, u, s) is strongly dual feasible and fulfills 
(CX)~<~~ * sT=e 
I = xii > 0 * ui * ui = aii * q * uj * Cilos 
(3.22) 
Again (3.22) implies the complementarity conditions. Application of Theo- 
rems 3.2 and 3.3 yields the following results on duality. 
THEOREM 3.5 (Perfect matching duality theorem). Let (R, ;n; H, * , < ) 
be an extended semimodule with weak cancellation rule and H, = H. Then 
there exists an optimal feasible pair (x; u, v, s) with (3.22) and 
1’0~ = x’oa * l’ou * c’os, (3.23.1) 
l’ou * ( - l)‘m@) * ( - d)‘m(i) = x’oa. (323.2) 
In both examples the methods were developed starting from the methods 
known for the classical case. Since these used feasibility and complementar- 
ity from LP as optimality criteria, it was tried to use similar criteria without 
knowing the duality principles for the algebraic case. It should be empha- 
sized that the construction of optimal pairs fulfilling such criteria makes full 
use of the special combinatorial structures of the respective problems. 
Analogously such a duality theorem can be derived from the results of [20] 
for algebraic matroid intersection problems with an additional cardinality 
constraint. The same comment as for the two examples in this section holds 
for this problem. 
4. DUALITY FOR ALP AND PRIMAL METHODS 
In this section (R + ;q H, * , < ) is an extended semimodule over R c OX. 
Throughout Sec. 3 dual feasibility as defined in (3.5) was assumed for the 
respective vectors (u, u,s). Now we assume only that the given vector x is 
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primal feasible. The respective dual solutions are not necessarily dual feasi- 
ble in the sense of (3.5). Therefore the optimality criteria for Sec. 3 cannot 
be applied. This is essentially due to the fact that a definition of 6 as 
proposed in Sec. 3 is possible only if dual feasible solutions are known. Thus 
we have to find other optimality criteria. As duality principles were un- 
known for a long time in the algebraic case, primal-dual approaches were 
often formulated without this knowledge. This seems to be impossible in the 
primal approach. Only in [24] is a first result in this direction described. 
For primal methods it is easier to consider (w.1.o.g) ALP of the form 
i= inf x’ou 
XEP 
(4.1) 
with equality constraints, i.e. 
P:= {x~R;lAx=b}, (4.2) 
for an m X n matrix A of rank m and an m-vector b over R. Again we assume 
the existence of i in H and that P is nonempty and bounded. 
Now let X E P and x: = A(x’oa). w E Gr is called h-complementary with 
respect to ? if 
ij > 0 + A;ow = CJ(~;)~ ViEI (4.3) 
[cf. (3.15)]. Further, w E (GE;): is called i-dual feasible if 
A'ow <u(i). (4.4 
Let D(x) denote the set of all i-dual feasible vectors. Then composition of 
(4.4) with X yields b ‘ow <x’oa for all w ED(~), and therefore with i: =A(,?) 
we find 
h^= sup b’ow <i. (4.5) 
ML+) 
This is another dual program for ALP. For a h-complementary vector w we 
find b’ow = x’aa. This concept leads to the following optimal&y criterion. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Primal optimality criterion). Let (R + ;o; H, * , < ) be an 
extended semimodule with weuk cancellation rule. Let FE P and i : = 
A(x’oa). Zf w is &omplementury with respect to X and %dual feasible, then 
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!i is an optimal solution of (4.1) and 
(4.6) 
Proof. Due to the assumptions, we find x’oa = b’ow < y’oa(x) for all 
y E P. If Fi = i then y’oa(X) = y’oa for all y E P. This implies optimality of X. 
Otherwise let GE P denote an optimal solution. Then tj’na(%)= e <x’oa 
yields a contradiction. h^ = .Z follows now from (4.5). I 
Theorem 4.1 shows that a special type of complementarity and dual 
feasibility implies optimality without an additional index condition [cf. 
(3.11)]. Thus (4.3) can replace (3.12.1) ‘f I complementarity is used as optimal- 
ity criterium. Furthermore it can be seen that if X is an optimal solution, w is 
x-dual feasible,_and (4.6) holds, then w is x-complementary. Otherwise, if X is 
optimal, w is A-complementary, and (4.6) holds, then in general it is not 
guaranteed that w is h-dual feasible. In this sense Theorem 4.1 describes only 
a sufficient optimality criterion even if a result on strong duality holds. 
A comparison of (4.5) with the other duals (3.13) and (3.17) shows that if 
the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold, then all optimal objective values are 
equal. In this case all three approaches are equivalent. 
If x-feasibility is used as optimality criterion and w is h-complementary, 
then it suffices to check 
Alow <a( (4.4’) 
for 3 = 0 and X(a,) Q x. Then (4.4’) is equivalent to (4.4). To use Theorem 4.1 
in a primal method we have to consider conditions for the existence of 
h-complementary solutions. In primal methods basic solutions play an im- 
portant role. If B is a feasible basis for P, then x, = Ai ‘b E RI;. If we assume 
det A,’ E R (4.7) 
for all feasible bases of P, then the existence of a x-complementary solution 
with respect to a feasible basic solution X is guaranteed. Then (A~‘)oa(h), is 
such a solution. Unfortunately, in general it is not known whether the 
optimum value is attained at a feasible basic solution of P. This has been 
shown only for R = Iw (cf. [ll]), 
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In the following we will develop a primal simplex method for the case 
that (R, -t , ‘) is a subfield of (Iw, + , .). Clearly (4.7) is valid in this case and 
we can assume w.1.o.g. that P is nondegenerate. Let p denote the set of all 
feasible basic solutions. 
Le_t X E t with basis g. Then x E F with basis B is called a neighbor of X if 
1 B n B I= m - 1. Let N(?) denote the set of all neighbors of 2. Then ?E p is 
called ~~11~ it’ll if I’oa <x’oa for all XEN($ 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (R + ;o; H, * , Q ) be an extended semimodub with weak 
cancellation rule. Let (R, +, *) be a subfield of (II’& +, s). Then ?EF i.s an 
optimal solution of (4.1) if and only if X is locally optimal. 
Proof. We only show the nontrivial “if’ part. Let f be locally optimal, 
and let ie P denote an optimal solution. Then we know from linear 
programming that 
withKEIW+.As(R,+;)isasubfieldof(IW,+,*),wecanshowiu,ER+ for 
all x E N(X). Therefore 
Da * p( &a) > (I+ p)n( Soa) 
with _t~ : = L: pr. Cancellation due to (213.4) yields f’aa > 3S’oa. l 
From the proof we see that (4.3) . 1s not fulfilled if the semimodule is not 
extended. In particular this lemma is not valid for the linear bottleneck 
problem (1.3) but holds for (2.14). Lemma 4.2 implies that the optimal value 
of (4.1) is attained at a feasible basic solution. Therefore we can state a 
necessary and sufficient optimality condition and a strong duality theorem. 
THEOREM 4.3 (Linear programming duality theorem). Let (R+;o;H, 
* , < ) be an extended semimodule with weak ca~cellut+m rule. Let (R, + , a) 
be a subfield of (88, +, -). Let XE P with basis B and h: =X(?‘na). Then the 
folding ~tat~u~ hold: 
(1) X is an optimul 
h-dual feasible; 
solution of (4.1) if and o&y if w: =(AB’)‘oa(& is 
(2) there exists an optimal basic solution; 
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(3) the optimal values of the dual programs (3.13), (3.17), and (4.5) 
coincide with i. 
Proof. Due to Theorem 4.1, it suffices to show for (1) that 37 optimal 
implies that w is h-dual feasible. If w is not h-dual feasible, then there exists 
s @ B with X(a,) < x and Ajow = a,(i) *a with a E Hi;, cy >e. Then b’ow = 
x’oa(x) * (xsoa) for x E F with basis B = B\ { r} TV {s} [the existence of such a 
basic solution x follows from linear programming and (4.7)]. Since b’ow = 
x’oa and xs >O, we find 3oa >x’oa(h), which implies the contradiction 
x’oa >x’oa. (2) follows from Lemma 4.2, and (3) follows from Theorem 3.3 if 
the equality constraints of (4.1) are replaced by inequality constraints in the 
usual manner. n 
Similarly to the classical case, Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.2 imply the 
validity of the following primal simplex method for algebraic programming 
problems. We give only an outline of the method, showing the differences to 
the classical case. 
METHOD 4.4 (Primal simplex method). 
-- 
(1) Find X E ? with basis B; X : = X(F’na). 
(2) Calculate w : = (Ai ‘)‘oa(X)g; if Alow <a&i) for all 1 B B with X(aJ < 
X, then stop. 
(3) Choose s @ g with A(a,) <i azd A&-w >a&); determine xEN(Z) 
with basis B containing s; redefine X, B, and h, and return to (2). 
If the method stops at step (2), th en w is h-dual feasible and Theorem 4.1 
yields optimality. In the case that (4.7) holds but (R, +, *) is not a field, then 
we find only local optimality. The finiteness of Method 4.4 can be seen from 
the proof of Theorem 4.3. A basis exchange step due to (3) strictly decreases 
the value of the objective function. As p is a finite set, this implies the 
finiteness of the method. Primal degeneracy can be handled by the usual 
perturbation approach, as Q c R. 
In particular Method 4.4 has been applied to algebraic transportation 
problems (cf. [24]). Th e 0 pt imality criterion (4.4’) can in this special case be 
improved so that it suffices to check a smaller number of feasibility condi- 
tions. 
Further, an application of the simplex method is possible if the vertices of 
the linear relaxation of P are feasible basic solutions of P [cf. (4.7)] and if the 
semimodule considered can be embedded in a semimodule (R ; ;o’; H’, * ‘, < ‘) 
in which (R ‘, + , - ) is a subfield of (R, + , . ). The first condition holds if P is 
strongly characterized by the given linear description, and the second 
condition is conjectured for all semimodules with weak cancellation rule. 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The duality approach given in this paper enables us to explain the 
different optimality criteria used in solution methods for linear and combina- 
torial optimization problems with linear algebraic objective (cf. [l]-[ll], 
[14], [17], [20]-[24]) in a unique way. These criteria are generalizations of 
the classical criteria in linear programming using feasibility and complemen- 
tarity. For further linear algebraic problems, duality describes a general 
approach in the same manner as classical duality does for linear and 
combinatorial programming problems. If it is possible to construct a pair of 
solutions of the respective primal and dual problems fulfilling these criteria, 
then a strong duality result holds. Furthermore, duality for linear algebraic 
programming gives an insight in the structure of the respective algorithms, 
which can be interpreted as primal, primal-dual, and dual algorithms analo- 
gously to the classical case. In particular, if (R, + , 0) is a subfield of ([w, + , - ), 
then the primal simplex method described in Sec. 4 is a general solution 
method for linear algebraic programming. 
As duality in the classical case has many consequences in the theory of 
integer and nonlinear programming a further study of algebraic problems 
seems to be promising. 
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